
Programming Autonomous with Adam
(special thanks to Adam Martin,  Intelitek

Open Easy V4 for Cortex

File> new stand alone project, select Autonomous project only
connect USB cord between Cortex and computer.

Turn your robot on.

Tools> On-line Window>enable

Slide the 1 port both ways and record which motor moves and which direction.
>show all >type beside motor port number the information you found out, for example 
Left_motor 127 forward

Slide the 10 port both ways and record which motor moves and which direction.
type beside motor port number the information you found out, for example Right_motor -127 
forward

http://www.intelitek.com/


Drive forward stop

The purpose of this program is to have your robot move forward 5 seconds and then stop.

In the Functions block, click the (+) beside outputs.  Drag the motor block over to the line 
between Variables and end.  This will open up a window and motor 1 is set to 127 (which is 
forward), fill in the comment window with Left Forward, click OK.

Drag another motor module below the one you just dragged over. In the window change 
motor 1 to motor 10 by clicking on the window expand button then click the button beside (-
127) so that wheel will move forward.  Fill in the comment window with Right Forward, click 
OK

In the Functions block, click the (+) beside Program flow, Drag the wait block over to the 
program line below the motor module you just added. Fill in 5000 in the window  for a 5 
second wait with the drive motors on forward. Click OK

Now we have the motors programed to move forward for 5 seconds, but now we have to have 
them stop after the wait.

Drag another motor block below the wait.  Set motor 1  to 0 (which is stop), fill in the comment 
window with Left motor stop, click OK.

Drag another motor module below the one you just dragged over. In the window change 
motor 1 to motor 10 by clicking on the window expand button then click the button beside (-0) 
so that motor will stop.  Fill in the comment window with Right Forward, click OK

[note blocks can be right clicked and copied and then pasted in another part of the program, 
then the copy blocks can be modified by clicking on them and opening them up multiple 
blocks can be selected by a shift click.]

The program just completed should have your robot move forward for 5 seconds and then 
stop.

 



Downloading program

Now you need to download your program into the computer. Make sure your controller is off, 
and the USB cord is still connected to the computer and the Cortex Controller.

On the menu bar go to the Build and download and pull down to the build and download 
selection.  After the program has compiled and the loader time bar has completed, you can 
close the window and unplug the controller/robot from the USB cord. Set the robot with its 
wheels of the ground and turn it on.  If the wheels spin forward and stop after 5 seconds, then 
turn the controller off, set the robot on the ground and turn it back on and watch what it does.

[safety note: it is always a good idea to have the drive wheels of the robot off the ground whil 
downloading a program]

If you were successful, under File pull down to Save Project  and save the project as forward 
5s.

Forward and turn right

The purpose of this program is to have your robot move forward 5 seconds, turn to right and 
then stop.

Either, under file pull down to Open project (forward 5s), if  you have closed the project, or 
continue where we left off before. This program will have your robot move forward 5s, then 
turn to the right, and then stop.  Turning and skid drive system can be accomplish in one of 
three manners, stop 1 wheel side while the other wheel side is moving (this has the stopped 
wheel act as a pivot point), turn one wheel side forward and one wheel side backward (this 
has the pivot point in the center of the drive wheels), or turn one wheel side on at a different 
power than the other side (this creates a large arc turn), We are going to use the 1 wheel 
forward, 1 wheel backward method.

Drag a Motor Module over and place it between the wait and the Left motor stop block. .This 
will open up a window and motor 1 is set to 127 (which is forward), fill in the comment window 
with Left Forward, click OK (note you could copy the block above)

Drag a Motor Module under the block you just added. Change the motor to 10 and leave the 
button at 127, which will drive the right wheel backwards, fill in the comment window with 
Right Backward, click OK

Drag a wait block under the block you just added and change the time to 500, comment leave 
motors on .5 second, click OK

Build and download the program using the procedures above. Test the robot.

Always have the Cortex Controller offwhen 
downloading a program from the  computer



Under File, pull down to Save Project As, fill in forward 5s turn right.

Now see if you can modify the program to have the robot drive a 3 foot square and save the 
project as Square.

Programming with User Functions

The purpose of this program is to recreate the Square program, but with using  User 
Functions.  A user function is a small piece of code that can be reused  as many times as 
necessary.

Under File pull down to New Standalone Project> select Autonomous only> OK.

In the Functions block right click on Add New Function... , this will open a new window titled 
Add New Function, Type     Forward    in the window beside the Name window> OK



A new window will pop up and there will be a tab labeled   Forward   and there will user 
function   Forward   appearing under user functions in the function block.

You can add any code you want in this block, but since it is called forward, it would be good to 
add code that would drive the robot forward.

Remember: 

 

In the Functions block, click the (+) beside outputs.  Drag the motor block over 
to the line between Variables and end.  This will open up a window and motor 1 
is set to 127 (which is forward), fill in the comment window with Left Forward, 
click OK.

Drag another motor module below the one you just dragged over. In the window 
change motor 1 to motor 10 by clicking on the window expand button then click 
the button beside (-127) so that wheel will move forward.  Fill in the comment 
window with Right Forward, click OK

In the Functions block, click the (+) beside Program flow, Drag the wait block 
over to the program line below the motor module you just added. Fill in <here you 
should fill in the value that moved your robot 3 ft> in the window  for a 5 second wait 
with the drive motors on forward. Click OK



Now let's create another function called   Turn_right.  Repeat the steps above for creating the 
forward function, but name it   Turn_right    and put the code into it to turn right. (note function 
names can not have spaces or special characters).

One last User function to complete program   Stop. Repeat the steps above for creating the 
forward function, but name it   Stop   and put the code into it to stop your robot
.   



Now click on the   Main    tab at the top of the window and drag the User function   Forward 
onto  the program line between the variables block and the end block.

Drag the function blocks over to create a program that will have your robot drive in a 3 foot 
square.

Now download and test your program and save it as   Square by functions..  



Functions with Variables

Adam Martin says, “ Variables are like a box you can put a value in”

You may want to have a value that can be changed easily in the program.  A variable will 
allow you to do this.  

Variable types (under EasyC help) 

Now Open the Square by function program if it is not open.  Click the function tab 
Forward. 

Double click on the   Begin   block and new window will open.  Click the window under type 
and click the selector button beside window and pull down to Int.

click the   name  window, type  wait_time in the window> Enter. (note function names can not 
have spaces or special characters)

Click OK. .



There will be a pop up window click Yes
.

Click the Forward tab and double click the Wait block.

The Wait block window will open up, delete the value from the window and click the selector 
button beside the Add Variable, pull down to the wait_time.

Now whatever value that is in the wait_time “box” will be the value that your robot will wait 
the program flow.

Repeat these steps with the Turn_right  User function.



Once you have modified the Forward and the  Turn_right User function, we are ready to use 
the new functions with variable.  Click on the Main tab and delete the User function blocks by 
holding the shift button, click the top User function block and the bottom User function 
block>delete> OK in the pop-up window.

Now recreate the Square with functions program.

Now notice when you drag the Forward function block a new block will pop-up.  Now you can 
enter the value you want to in the window under Argument. 



Rebuild your drive in a square program with the User Function blocks containing variables, 
build and download it, test it, save it as Square_functions_variables.


